We would like to help organize institutes and symposia at the Annual Meetings of the American Anthropological Association in the areas of interest to our members, ranging from research institutes to screenings, exhibition, and discussion of visual productions for use in teaching as well as general public information and presentation.

The visual media are growing increasingly powerful not only in our society but in those of many developing countries. Control of the use and distribution of films and television in schools and in nations means power to create culture. We would hope in the Society to provide a forum for discussion of the anthropological politics of symbolic forms, and would expect that our membership might want to present resolutions to the American Anthropological Association on matters about which we are knowledgeable and concerned.

In a sense this is a call for an organizational meeting to be held at the annual meeting of the Association in Toronto in November, 1972. We would welcome—in fact, we urge you—to write and tell us your feelings about what we have proposed. How do the list of interests correspond with your own? Do you want a Society of Visual Anthropology defined in general as we outlined? What ideas do you have?

If your response seems to warrant the formation of a Society (meeting during the Annual Meeting of the AAA, with dues and a journal), we will set up an organization meeting at the Toronto AAA meeting. You can write to: PIEF, Temple University, South Hall 200, Philadelphia, Penna. 19122. Please let us know your attitudes and thinking about this.

Sol Worth, Annenberg School of Communications
University of Pennsylvania
Jay Ruby, Temple University

VTR SCREENINGS AND DISCUSSION—at Temple
University’s Fifth Annual Anthropological and Documentary Film Conference

1. EDDIE’S LOVE. This was taped under a program organized and sponsored by the Los Angeles County Department of Parks and Recreation, and funded by a grant from the Economic and Youth Opportunities Agency of Los Angeles under the Office of Economic Opportunity. Project Director: Ron Rundstrom; Project Coordinator: Ed Neuss; Director: Eglia Pimentel; Music: Frank Ledesma; Writers: Eglia Pimentel, Gloria Leyvas, Isela Pimentel, Rudy Montez, Eddie Villalobos, Raymond Rivera; Camera: Rudy Montez, Raymond Rivera, Paul Rivera; Film Production Unit: Larry Perea, Ron Rundstrom, Pat Rosa. Running time: 20 minutes. Video Camera: Sony Portapack AVC-3000; Videotape: 1/2" B/W; Sony helical scan. Distribution: contact—Ron & Don Rundstrom, 134 Chautaugua Blvd., #12, Santa Monica, CA 90402. Apply for price.

Video Van Project: This tape is one of many short ones that total about 40 hours of tape. They were exclusively shot by children ranging in age from 6 to 19, in a special cultural arts project organized and sponsored by the Los Angeles County Department of Parks and Recreation. The project consisted of a ‘68 Dodge Van equipped with 3 portapack cameras and 1/2 hour tape decks, 4 monitors, SEG-1 special effects generator, a sound mixer, AV-5000 1 hour tape deck with editing capabilities and a lighting kit. The van as a highly mobile unit, was developed to provide exposure to an artistic media generally denied the socio-economically disadvantaged minority groups in the Los Angeles Inner City. The 10 week pilot program operated largely in these three ethnic minority areas: East Los Angeles, ethnicity: Chicano; Watts, ethnicity: Black; Sow Tokyo, ethnicity: Asian American. The 40 hours of tape can roughly be divided into 3 basic groups: (1) Free play tapes produced by setting up the cameras through the SEG-1 generator and monitors in the van located at a county park, and then turning the camera over to the children for “Play;” (2) Biographical Documentaries: Tapes made by teams of children sent out from the park using 1/2 hour run porta-pack units to tape what they wished; and (3) Developed Taping: Tapes either in documentary or dramatic forms, using the media as a tool to creatively express concern about themselves, their life styles and/or problems in their community. The tape, Eddie’s Love, is one of these. The project director is available for discussion or demonstrations in workshops or symposia in the video area.


It consists of highly-edited excerpts from 10 (45-60 minute) interviews with inhabitants of an “upper-middle” class mobile home park. The interviews, conducted by a clinical psychologist (who is mostly edited out) were unstructured, and were focused on several issues: (1) What the respondent came to choose his habitat; (2) What his home means to him, especially in terms of day-to-day lifestyle; (3) What he thinks about a mobile-home park as a neighborhood; and (4) Most importantly, ascertaining if there is a sense of community in the park.